OASIS Election and Voter Services Technical Committee: 
Meeting 19 September 2011

Attendees: John Borras (JB) (Chairman), Sven Rubben (SR), Peter Zelechoski (PZ), David Webber (DW), John Wack (JW), Chet Ensign (CE)

Apologies: John Ross

	welcome and roll call

JB opened the meeting and declared it quorate. Apologies have been received from JR and it was also noted that Joe Hall had fallen off the roster.  DW will check with him about re-instatement.

	PERSISTENT  URLs

There was a discussion about IEEE’s need for a set of persistent URLs for EML v7.  This follows a long exchange of emails over recent weeks.  The conclusion was that IEEE would be asked to house the Examples folder and CE would provide JW with the necessary persistent URL for EML v7 as discussed.

	EML V7 PUBLIC REVIEW COMMENTS

JB reported that no comments had been received during the Public Review period and therefore the committee could move onto the next stage of approval.  However he stressed there was a need to keep in step with the IEEE/P16622 standard and they had received several comments in their public review.  These would be discussed at their meeting the following day and so he suggested waiting until after that before taking the necessary vote to move onto Committee Specification stage.  Barring any issues arising from the IEEE meeting he will instigate an e-ballot to approve the submission to TC-Admin for CS approval.

	IEEE/P1622 comments

JB gave an overview of the comments that P1622 had received and expressed the view that none of them affected EML v7.  DW concurred with this assessment. However as recorded above it would be necessary to await the disposition of their comments before that could be confirmed. 

	ANY OTHER BUSINESS

DW updated the meeting on his soon to be released templates and test suite.  JB suggested they be loaded onto the TC Wiki where comments and questions from developers could be handled.  JB and DW will liaise over this.

	date and location of next meeting

To be determined. 

Actions:
CE to provide JW with the persistent URL for EML v7.
	JB to raise e-ballot to approve request to TC-Admin to conduct CS approval ballot
	JB and DW to load test suite onto TC Wiki.

